
General Contract Terms of Company MEROCO, a.s.
For Purchase of Commodities

Preamble

1.       These General contract Terms of company MEROCO, a.s.  For purohase of commodities (hereinafter as the "GCT") govern
legalrelationshipsofcompanyMEROCO,a.s.asabuyer(hereinafterasthe"Customer')anditssuppliersassellers(hereinafter
as the "Supplier') in purchasing of commodity pursuant to paragraph 2 under contracts of sale entered into by and between the
Supplier and the Customer (hereinafter referred to as the "Contract").

2,       Commodity means the following raw material supplied by the supplier, which may also be its producer:
a)     UCO-used kitchenoil,
b)     sunfloweroil,

c)     rape-seed oil,
d)      palmoil,

e)     soya-bean oil,

f)      freefaftyacids,
g)     fatty acid methyl ester,
(hereinafter as the "Commodity").

3.       Unless  the  Contract  stipulates  otherwise,  commeroial  terms  contained  in  these  GCT  form  its  integral  part,  However,  any
deviating terms agreed by the Parties in writing in the Contract have priority over commeroial terms contained in these GCT.

4.       These GCT are published and available in writing in the registered office of the customer and in electronic version at website
VIAVw.meroco.sk

5.      Any general contract terms of the supplier, which have not been expressly accepted by the customer, are hereby excluded,

Article I
Specification of Commodity Quality and Obligations of the Supplier with respect to Commodity

1.       The supplier undertakes to deliver the commodity in accordance with the contract and in the quality as specified with respect
to particular Commodity in respective annex to the Contract (hereinafter as the "Specification of Quality").

Article 11

General Contract Terms on Commodity Delivery

1,      Quantityof commodity
1.1     The supplier is obliged to deliverthe commodity to the customer in the agreed amount pursuant to the contract with permissible

deviation  not  exceeding  +-5°/o.  The  Commodity  must  be  duly  secured  to  ensure  its  undisturbed  transport to  the  place  of
unloading in order for it to arrive to the place of unloading in good condition, conforming with arrangements under the Contract
and under these GCT.

1.2    The Parties have agreed that in case the Supplier delivers the Commodity to the Customer in an amount exceeding the amount

pursuant to paragraph 1.1  and the Supplier hands over such delivery, the delivery of the Commodity (in the amount exceeding
the amount pursuant to paragraph 1.1) shall also be governed by the Contract.

2.       Placeand Timeof Delivery
2.1     Individual deliveries of the Commodity shall be performed  in accordance with the terms contained  in the Contract.  In the case

the Contract dces not prescribe an exact date of the Commodity delivery but contains a period within which the Commodity
shall be delivered, the obligation of the Supplier to deliver and the obligation of the Customer to hand over the Commodity or
its part only arises in the case the Parties agree at latest until expiring of such period by means of electronic communication on
specific time of deliveries and specific amounts to be delivered.  In the case the  Parties fail to agree by means of electronic
communication  on  specific time  of deliveries  and  specific amounts to  be  delivered  until  expiring  of the  specified  period,  the
Supplier is obliged to deliver and the Customer is obliged to hand over the Commodity or its unsupplied part on the last day of
the period for delivery of the Commodity as prescribed in the Contract.

2.2    The place of delivery shall be the contractually specified warehouse of the Customer or other location specified by the Customer,
unless otherwise agreed; carriage of the Commodity shall be performed in accordance with lncoterms®2010 clause stipulated
in the Contract.

2.3    ln the case the Supplier fails to deliver the Commodity in accordance with the agreement made with the Customer pursuant to
the second sentence of paragraph 2.1, the Customer has a right to reject handing over of the delivery. In such case all the costs
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Article I
Specification of Commodity Quality and Obligations of the Supplier with respect to Commodity

The Supplier undertakes to deliver the Commodity in accordance with the Contract and in the quality as specified with respect
to particular Commodity in respective annex to the Contract (hereinafter as the “Specification of Quality").

Article ll
General Contract Terms on Commodity Delivery

Quantity of Commodity
The Supplier is obliged to deliverthe Commodity to the Customer in the agreed amount pursuant to the Contract with pennissible
deviation not exceeding +-5%. The Commodity must be duly secured to ensure its undisturbed transport to the place of
unloading in order for it to arrive to the place of unloading in good condition, conforming with arrangements under the Contract
and under these GCT.
The Parties have agreed that in case the Supplier delivers the Commodity to the Customer in an amount exceeding the amount
pursuant to paragraph 1.1 and the Supplier hands over such delivery, the delivery of the Commodity (in the amount exceeding
the amount pursuant to paragraph 1.1) shall also be govemed by the Contract.
Place and Time of Delivery
Individual deliveries of the Commodity shall be performed in accordance with the terms contained in the Contract. In the case
the Contract does not prescribe an exact date of the Commodity delivery but contains a period within which the Commodity
shall be delivered, the obligation of the Supplier to deliver and the obligation of the Customer to hand over the Commodity or
its part only arises in the case the Parties agree at latest until expiring of such period by means of electronic communication on
specific time of deliveries and specific amounts to be delivered. ln the case the Parties fail to agree by means of electronic
communication on specific time of deliveries and specific amounts to be delivered until expiring of the specified period, the
Supplier is obliged to deliver and the Customer is obliged to hand over the Commodity or its unsupplied part on the last day of
the period for delivery of the Commodity as prescribed in the Contract.
The place of delivery shall be the contractually specified warehouse of the Customer or other location specified by the Customer,
unless otherwise agreed; carriage of the Commodity shall be performed in accordance with lncoterms®2010 clause stipulated
in the Contract.
ln the case the Supplier fails to deliver the Commodity in accordance with the agreement made with the Customer pursuant to
the second sentence of paragraph 2.1, the Customer has a right to reject handing over of the delivery. ln such case all the costs
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connected with carriage of the Commodfty, ineluding the costs of its returning to the Supplier, shall be borne by the Supplier.
3.      Carriageof Delivery
3.1     ln the case the carriage of the Commodity is amanQed for bv the Customer, the Supplier undertakes to check:

a)      identification data of the furnished carriage vehicle (hereinafter as the "CV| and identity of the cv driver in order to verify
his authorty to perform carriage of the Commodity in favour of the Customer,

b)      storage capacfty for the commodity in order to verty that no other commodfty or other products are being stored therein,
c)      clean condition of the cv, manner of preventing deterioration of the commodity in the course of its carriage to the place

of delivery, in partieular to check whether the CV has rot transported toxic or hazardous material, fertilieers, etc.,
d)      tishtening of the vehiele in order to prevent losses in the course of carriage,
e)      weight  of the  loaded  CV  in  order for  it  not  to  exceed  maximum  permitted  weight  in  accordance  with  the  legislation

applicable  in the  place of uploading  and  unloading  of the  Commodity,  as well  as  in  all  the  locations through  whieh the
carriage will be performed.

The  Supplier  is  obliged  to  record  the  ciroumstances  under  sub-paragraphs  (c)  and  (d)  in  the  bill  of  lading.  The  Supplier
undertakes to inform the Customer about any discovered discrepancies in the course of checks under the first sentence prior
to uploading of the Commodity to the vehicle and  in the case of finding  lack of securing which could  result in deterioration of
the  Commodfty  in  the  course  of the  carriage,  the  Supplier shall  inform  the  Customer  immediately  after determining  such
discrepancy and shall proceed in accordance with given instructions. The Supplier may not upload the Commodfty to the vehicle
in the case the discrepancies have been determined and may rot dispatch the Commodity for carriage without consent of the
Customer, unless the Supplier has remedied discrepancies in securing of the Commodity against its deterioration.  In the case
the supplier falls to notify the customer on discrepancies, the supplier shall be liable for any defects of the commodfty pursuant
to the second sentence of paragraph 6.

3.2    [n the case the carriaae of Commodity is amanc]ed for bv the SuDDlier, the Supplier undertakes to:
a)      use a cv suitable for carriage of the commodity, having certificate on suitability of the cv for carriage of such commodfty

and certificate on sanitary suitabilfty; the CV whieh has transported toxic or hazardous material, feritlieers, etc. may rot be
used,

b)      ensure that all  the  CVs  used  for carriage  of the  Commodity are clean,  duly secured  and  prevent deterioration  of the
Commodity in the course of its carriage to the place of unloading,

c)      transport the commodity separately from any other products,
d)      keep record of doouments proving type of the goods transported by the cv and record on cleaning of the cv and submit

them upon request of the Customer,
e)      transport by the CV such an amount Of the Commodfty so that the weisht of the loaded CV does rot exceed maximum

permitted  weight under the  legislation  in the  place of uploading  and  unloading  of the  Commodity,  as well  as  in  all  the
locations through which the carriage is performed,

e)      ensure that the cv is regularly cleaned and disinfected and that transport confainers or tanks are free from residues and
smelts from previous carriages; records on cleaning and disinfection must be kept in the diary of the vehicle,

4.       Handing-Over of the Delivery:
4.1.   The Supplier shall deliver each delivery of the goods to the Customer accompanied by a duly filled bill of fading. A duly filled bill

of lading means a legible bill of lading with correct, true and complete information pursuant to paragraph 4.2.
4,2.   The  bill  of  fading  must  contain  minimum  requirements  for  bills  of  lading  prescribecl  by  the  lscc  system  (httD://www.iscc-

system.ordren4, correct number of the Contract,  records pursuant to paragraph 3.1  (c) and  (d) and a complete and correctly
filled-in part "Sustainability".

4,3.   In  the case the carriage does  not include a duly filled  bill  of lading,  the  Customer may reject  handingrover of delivery Of the
Commodity.  In such case all the costs connected with carriage and returning of the Commodity to the Supplier shall be borne
by the Supplier.

4.4.   The Customer or its contract partner shall acknowledge handingrover of the delivered Commodfty in writing in the respective
transport document.

5.      Ownership
5.1     The Supplier shall ensure that at the time of transfer of title to the Customer the Commodity will  be in sole ownership of the

Supplier and free of rights of third parties.
5.2    Ownership to the Commodity is transferred from the Supplier to the Customer upon unloading of the Commodity at the place

of delivery.
6.      Liability for Defects

TheSuppliershallbeliablefordefectsoftheCommodityatthetimeoftransferofriskoflosstotheCommoclftytotheCustomer

(depending  on  the  applieable  delivery term  agreed  with  respect to  individual  delivery  of the  Commodity),  ln  the  case  the
Customer determines at the time of weighing or unloading of the Commodity at the place of unloading that the Commodity has
defects, it is considered that the defect has existed also at the time of uploading of the Commodfty to the vehicle.

7.      Contractual penarty and substitute purchase
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connected with carriage of the Commodity, including the costs of its retuming to the Supplier, shall be borne by the Supplier.
Carriage of Delivery
In the case the carriage of the Commodity is arranged for by the Customer, the Supplier undertakes to check:
a) identification data of the fumished carriage vehicle (hereinafter as the “CV") and identity of the CV dn'ver in order to verify

his authority to perform carriage of the Commodity in favour of the Customer,
b) storage capacity for the Commodity in order to verify that no other commodity or other products are being stored therein,
c) clean condition of the CV, manner of preventing deterioration of the Commodity in the course of its caniage to the place

of delivery, in particular to check whether the CV has not transported toxic or hazardous material, fertilizers, etc.,
d) tightening of the vehicle in order to prevent losses in the course of carriage,
e) weight of the loaded CV in order for it not to exceed maximum permitted weight in accordance with the legislation

applicable in the place of uploading and unloading of the Commodity, as well as in all the locations through which the
carriage will be perfomied.

The Supplier is obliged to record the circumstances under sub-paragraphs (c) and (d) in the bill of lading. The Supplier
undertakes to inform the Customer about any discovered discrepancies in the course of checks under the first sentence prior
to uploading of the Commodity to the vehicle and in the case of finding lack of securing which could result in deterioration of
the Commodity in the course of the caniage, the Supplier shall inform the Customer immediately after determining such
discrepancy and shall proceed in accordance with given instructions. The Supplier may not upload the Commodity to the vehicle
in the case the discrepancies have been detemiined and may not dispatch the Commodity for carriage without consent of the
Customer, unless the Supplier has remedied discrepancies in securing of the Commodity against its deterioration. In the case
the Supplierfails to notify the Customer on discrepancies, the Supplier shall be liable for any defects of the Commodity pursuant
to the second sentence of paragraph 6.
In the case the caniaqe of Commodity is arranged for by the Sugplier, the Supplier undertakes to:
a) use a CV suitable for carriage of the Commodity, having certificate on suitability of the CV for carriage of such commodity

and certificate on sanitary suitability; the CV which has transported toxic or hazardous material, feritlizers, etc. may not be
used,

b) ensure that all the CVs used for carriage of the Commodity are clean, duly secured and prevent deterioration of the
Commodity in the course of its carriage to the place of unloading,

c) transport the Commodity separately from any other products,
d) keep record of documents proving type of the goods transported by the CV and record on cleaning of the CV and submit

them upon request of the Customer,
e) transport by the CV such an amount of the Commodity so that the weight of the loaded CV does not exceed maximum

permitted weight under the legislation in the place of uploading and unloading of the Commodity, as well as in all the
locations through which the carriage is performed,

e) ensure that the CV is regularly cleaned and disinfected and that transport containers or tanks are free from residues and
smells from previous carriages; records on cleaning and disinfection must be kept in the diary of the vehicle,

Handing-Over of the Delivery:
The Supplier shall deliver each delivery of the goods to the Customer accompanied by a duly filled bill of lading. A duly filled bill
of lading means a legible bill of lading with correct, true and complete information pursuant to paragraph 4.2.
The bill of lading must contain minimum requirements for bills of lading prescribed by the ISCC system (httg://www.iscc-
 ,correct number of the Contract, records pursuant to paragraph 3.1 (c) and (d) and a complete and correctly
filled-in part "Sustainability".
In the case the carriage does not include a duly filled bill of lading, the Customer may reject handing-over of delivery of the
Commodity. In such case all the costs connected with carriage and retuming of the Commodity to the Supplier shall be bome
by the Supplier.
The Customer or its contract partner shall acknowledge handing-over of the delivered Commodity in writing in the respective
transport document.
Ownership
The Supplier shall ensure that at the time of transfer of title to the Customer the Commodity will be in sole ownership of the
Supplier and free of rights of third parties.
Céi/énership to the Commodity is transferred from the Supplier to the Customer upon unloading of the Commodity at the place
o e ivery.
Liability for Defects
The Supplier shall be liable for defects of the Commodity at the time of transfer of risk of loss to the Commodity to the Customer
(depending on the applicable delivery term agreed with respect to individual delivery of the Commodity). In the case the
Customer determines at the time of weighing or unloading of the Commodity at the place of unloading that the Commodity has
defects, it is considered that the defect has existed also at the time of uploading of the Commodity to the vehicle.
Contractual Penalty and Substitute Purchase

l
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7.1     ln the case the Supplier falls to deliver the Commodity duly and on time in accordance with the terms of the Contract and of
these GCT, the Customer may claim from the Supplier a payment of contractual penalty in the amount Of 0.5% from the value
of the delivery subject to delay for each day of delay.

7.2     ln the case the Supplier fails to deliver the Commodfty to the Customer duly and on time even within 5 days after the required
term, in addition to the contractual penarty pursuant to paragraph 7.1 the Customer may claim from the Supplier also a payment
of contractual penalty in the amount of 15% from the value of the delivery of the Supplier subject to delay.

7.3     ln the case the Supplier fails to deliver the Commodfty duly and on tine even within 5 days after the required date of delivery,
the Customer may perform a purchase of the Commodfty from a third  party, observing due professional care, the Customer
may claim from the Supplier compensation for damage caused by obtaining of the Commodfty from the third party; the Parties
have agreed that the amount of damage shall represent the positive margin between the purchase price for whieh the Customer

provably acquired the Commodity from the third party and the purchase price of the Commodity under the Contract. The Supplier
undertakes to  compensate  the  Customer for the  damage  corresponding  to the  margin  under the  previous  sentence.  The
Customer may proceed in accordance with the first sentence also in the case the failure or delay of the Supplier is caused by
an obstacle whieh occurred independently from the will of the Supplier and whieh prevents due performance of oblisations of
the Supplier.

Article Ill

Purchase Price and Payment Conditions

1.       Purchase  price for the  Commodity shall  be calculated  pursuant to the weight of the  Commodfty determined  by an officially
certified weighing-machine at the place of unloading of the Commodfty and adjusted in accordance \^rith these GOT.

2.       The  purchase  price  does  not  include  applicable  value  added  tax,  whieh  shall  be  determined  pursuant  to  the  applieable
legislation.

3.       The supplier has right to payment of purchase price in the case all of the fdilewing conditions have been net:
a)      the  Supplier has  delivered  the  Commodfty  in  accordance with  specification  of the qualfty to the  place  of delivery,  the

Supplier  has  noht to  payment of the  purohase  price for the  Commodity with  respect to  whieh  the  delivery  has  been
acknowledged by the Customer or the contract partner of the Customer at the bill of fading,

b)      the supplier has delivered to the customer truly, correctly and completely filled-in bill of lading in accordance \^rith Article

paragraph 4.1  and 4.2 and in the case the delivery contained UCO -used kitchen oil, also commercial document for the
purpose transport of animal  by-products and derived  products not intended for human consumption in accordance with
Regulation (EC) No.1069#009 or other applicable legislation.

4.       The  Customer undertakes  to  pay the  purchase  price to the  Supplier after arising  of the  right to  payment within  the  period

prescribed in the Contract whieh commences upon the service of an invoiee of the Supplier.
5.       No payment performed by the customer shall constitute acceptance of the supplied commodity and it does not limit claims or

rights of the Customer towards the Supplier.
6.       The supplier undertakes to draw an invoice for each  individual delivery of the commodity, only Drovided that the bill of lading

has been confirmed by the Customer and delivered to the Supplier in accordance with the legislation and undertakes to serve
the invoice to the Customer at latest within 3 working days after the serviee of the respective bill of lading. The Customer may
without undue delay nQject the invoiee whieh does rot conform to the information indicated in the bill of lading or whieh does not
contain  requirements  prescribed  by  the  legislation  or  in  the  case  the  invoice  contains  incorrect  information,  together with
indicating the missing  requirements or the incomect information.  In such case the period of the invoiee maturity is intemupted
and the new period of maturty shall commence on the day of the service of the corrected invoice to the Customer.

7.       In issuing of the invoice for partioular accounting periods the supplier undertakes to observe the prineiples of acourate and true
indication  of  supplied  performances  in  accordance  with  Act  No.  431#002  Coll.  on  accounting  as  amended  and  rot  to

purposefully adjust invoicing Of the goods in order not to exceed tax base of invoiced sum of 5,000 EUR pursuant to Section 69
(12) (f) of Act No.  222#004 Coll.  on value added tax as amended with  intention of avoiding transfer of tax duty and thereby
acquiring undue tax benefit and undertakes to proceed in accordance with the applieable legislation of the European Union.

Article IV

Qualfty and Quantity Checks and Asserting of claims from Defective Commodfty

1.       The supplier shall supply the commodfty in the amount and qualrty in accordance with the contract and with these GCT.
2.       Priorto the unloading of the commodity at the place of unloading the customer (personally or acting through its contract partner)

shall perform the check Of qualfty parameters of the Commodfty in order to inspect defects of the Commodfty.  In the case the
Commodity contains defects pursuant to the previous sentence, the Customer may reject handingrover of such delivery Of the
Commodity.
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In the case the Supplier fails to deliver the Commodity duly and on time in accordance with the terms of the Contract and of
these GCT, the Customer may claim from the Supplier a payment of contractual penalty in the amount of 0.5% from the value
of the delivery subject to delay for each day of delay.

In the case the Supplier fails to deliver the Commodity to the Customer duly and on time even within 5 days after the required
term, in addition to the contractual penalty pursuant to paragraph 7.1 the Customer may claim from the Supplier also a payment
of contractual penalty in the amount of 15% from the value of the delivery of the Supplier subject to delay.
In the case the Supplier fails to deliver the Commodity duly and on time even within 5 days after the required date of delivery,
the Customer may perform a purchase of the Commodity from a third party, observing due professional care, the Customer
may claim from the Supplier compensation for damage caused by obtaining of the Commodity from the third party; the Parties
have agreed that the amount of damage shall represent the positive margin between the purchase price for which the Customer
provably acquired the Commodity from the third party and the purchase price of the Commodity underthe Contract. The Supplier
undertakes to compensate the Customer for the damage corresponding to the margin under the previous sentence. The
Customer may proceed in accordance with the first sentence also in the case the failure or delay of the Supplier is caused by
an obstacle which occurred independently from the will of the Supplier and which prevents due performance of obligations of
the Supplier.

Article lll
Purchase Price and Payment Conditions

Purchase price for the Commodity shall be calculated pursuant to the weight of the Commodity determined by an officially
certified weighing-machine at the place of unloading of the Commodity and adjusted in accordance with these GCT.
The purchase price does not include applicable value added tax, which shall be determined pursuant to the applicable
legislation.
The Supplier has right to payment of purchase price in the case all of the following conditions have been met:
a) the Supplier has delivered the Commodity in accordance with specification of the quality to the place of delivery, the

Supplier has right to payment of the purchase price for the Commodity with respect to which the delivery has been
acknowledged by the Customer or the contract partner of the Customer at the bill of lading,

b) the Supplier has delivered to the Customer truly, correctly and completely filled-in bill of lading in accordance with Article
paragraph 4.1 and 4.2 and in the case the delivery contained UCO - used kitchen oil, also commercial document for the
purpose transport of animal by-products and derived products not intended for human consumption in accordance with
Regulation (EC) No. 1069/2009 or other applicable legislation.

The Customer undertakes to pay the purchase price to the Supplier after arising of the right to payment within the period
prescribed in the Contract which commences upon the sen/ice of an invoice of the Supplier.
No payment performed by the Customer shall constitute acceptance of the supplied Commodity and it does not limit claims or
rights of the Customer towards the Supplier.
The Supplier undertakes to draw an invoice for each individual delivery of the Commodity, only provided that the bill of lading
has been confirmed by the Customer and delivered to the Supplier in accordance with the legislation and undertakes to sen/e
the invoice to the Customer at latest within 3 working days after the service of the respective bill of lading. The Customer may
without undue delay reject the invoice which does not conform to the infomation indicated in the bill of lading or which does not
contain requirements prescribed by the legislation or in the case the invoice contains incorrect information, together with
indicating the missing requirements or the incorrect information. ln such case the period of the invoice maturity is interrupted
and the new period of maturity shall commence on the day of the service of the corrected invoice to the Customer.
In issuing of the invoice for particular accounting periods the Supplier undertakes to observe the principles of accurate and true
indication of supplied peiiomiances in accordance with Act No. 431/2002 Coll. on accounting as amended and not to
purposefully adjust invoicing of the goods in order not to exceed tax base of invoiced sum of 5,000 EUR pursuant to Section 69
(12) (f) of Act No. 222/2004 Coll. on value added tax as amended with intention of avoiding transfer of tax duty and thereby
acquiring undue tax benefit and undertakes to proceed in accordance with the applicable legislation of the European Union.

Article lV
Quality and Quantity Checks and Asserting of Claims from Defective Commodity

The Supplier shall supply the Commodity in the amount and quality in accordance with the Contract and with these GCT.
Priorto the unloading of the Commodity at the place of unloading the Customer (personally or acting through its contract partner)
shall perform the check of quality parameters of the Commodity in order to inspect defects of the Commodity. In the case the
Commodity contains defects pursuant to the previous sentence, the Customer may reject handing-over of such delivery of the
Commodity.
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3.       In the case an inadequate quality is determined in the course of check under paragraph 2, the customer undertakes to notify
the Supplier about this fact prior to rejecting the delivery and the Supplier may check the qualfty of the Commodfty at the place
of unloading. The Parties have agreed that in the case:
a)      the Supplier agrees with the opinion of the Customer on quality of the Commodfty prior to its unloading and the Parties

have not reached an agreement on the amount of discount from the purchase price for the delivery of the Commodfty as
a result of a lack of quality, the Customer has right to reject the delivery,

b)      the supplier agrees with the opinion of the customer on quality of the commodity prior to its unloading, the commoclity is
usable by the Customer and the Parties have reached an agreement on the amount of discount from the purchase price
or an  agreement on  determination  of weidht of the  delivery for the  purpose  of caloulation  of the  purohase  price,  the
Customer shall hand over the delivery,

c)      the Supplier does rot agree with the opinion of the Customer on quality of the Commodity prior to its unloading and the
Parties have not reach an agreement on quality of the Commodity within  12 hours after the ratification Of the opinion of
the Customer to the Supplier:
ca)    in the case representative of the Supplier is present at faking of sample by the Customer within 6  hours after the

notification of the opinion of the Customer to the Supplier, the examination of qualfty parameters shall be performed
in a laboratory of the Customer and
caa)     in the case the results Of examination  performed  in the laboratory Of the Customer prove that quality of the

Commodfty  meets the specified qualfty requirements, the Customer shall hand over the supplied Commodity
and pay the agreed purchase price,

cab)     in the case the results Of examination pefrormed in the laboratory Of the Customer prove that quelfty of the
Commodrty does not meet the specified quality requirements and the Supplier agrees with the results of the
examination,  the  Customer  may  reject  handingrover  of  the  supplied   Commodity  or  may  determine  a
reasonable discount from the purohase price by its unilateral decision,

cac)     in the case the results of examination performed in the   laboratory of the Customer prove that quality of the
Commodfty  does not meet the specified quality requirements and the Supplier does not agree with the results
of the examination, the Parties shall proceed pursuant to paragraph 5.,

cb)    in the case representative of the Supplier is not Present at taking of sample by the Customer within 6 hours after the
ratification of the opinion of the Customer to the Supplier, the Customer shall invite an independent person for taking
of new sample and the Parties shall proceed pursuant to paragraph 5.

4.       Independent person means:
a)     SGS SLOVAKIA spol. s r.o„ with registered office in Kysueka St.14, 04011  Kosice, identification number 31350 810,
b)     BUREAU VERITAS SLOVAKIA spol. s r.o., with  registered office in  Plynarenska SL  7re, 821  09  Bratislava,  identification

number 35 914 823, or
c)     Interfek s.r.o., with registered office in Sokolovska St.131us,186 00 Prague, identification number 257 62 982,

5.       In the case the supplier does not agree with the results of examination pursuant to paragraph 3. (cac) ordoes not attend taking
sample from the delivery pursuant to paragraph 3. (cb), the Customer or the independent person shall divide the delivery into
four parts, where from the Customer or the independent person shall deliver or amange for delivery of one part to the Supplier,
two parts are intended for the Customer and one part shall be delivered by the Customer or by the independent person to an
accredited laboratory. Accredited laboratory shall mean:
a)       I.M.U. with registered office in stolzenthalergasse 21, A-1080 WIEN orwith registered office in Mannsworther strasse 28,

A-2320 Schewchat, or
b)       VURUP, a.s., with registered office in vffie Hrdlo,  P.O,BOX 50, 820 03 Bratislava,  identification number 35 691310.

6.     The results acquired by the accredited laboratory by means of reproducible method are binding for the Parties.  In the case the
results acquired by the accredited laboratory prove that the qualfty of the Commodfty meets the specified quality requirements,
the Customer shall hand over the supplied Commodity and pay the agreed purchase price.  In the case the results acquired by
theaccreditedlaboratoryprovethatthequalityofthecommodftydoesnotmeetthespecifiedqualityrequirements,thecustomer
may r?ject handingrover of the supplied  Commodity or may determine a  reasonable discount from the purchase price by its
unilateral decision based on the results of such examination. Costs of examination of sample in the accredited laboratory shall
be borne by the Party, whose opinwh on the quality has not been supported by the examination.

7.       Any costs other than  those  specified  in  the fourth  sentence  of paragraph  5.  connected  with  the  Commodfty qualfty checks

performed by the accredited laboratory, including the applicable costs of downtime of the CV resulting from waiting for opinion
of the  Supplier and  for the  results of performed  tests,  shall  be  borne  by the  Party,  whose  opinion  on  quality  has  not been
supporfed by the examination,
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In the case an inadequate quality is determined in the course of check under paragraph 2, the Customer undertakes to notify
the Supplier about this fact prior to rejecting the delivery and the Supplier may check the quality of the Commodity at the place
of unloading. The Parties have agreed that in the case:
a) the Supplier agrees with the opinion of the Customer on quality of the Commodity prior to its unloading and the Parties

have not reached an agreement on the amount of discount from the purchase price for the delivery of the Commodity as
a result of a lack of quality, the Customer has right to reject the delivery,

b) the Supplier agrees with the opinion of the Customer on quality of the Commodity prior to its unloading, the Commodity is
usable by the Customer and the Parties have reached an agreement on the amount of discount from the purchase price
or an agreement on determination of weight of the delivery for the purpose of calculation of the purchase price, the
Customer shall hand over the delivery,

c) the Supplier does not agree with the opinion of the Customer on quality of the Commodity prior to its unloading and the
Parties have not reach an agreement on quality of the Commodity within 12 hours after the notification of the opinion of
the Customer to the Supplier:
ca) in the case representative of the Supplier is present at taking of sample by the Customer within 6 hours after the

notification of the opinion of the Customer to the Supplier, the examination of quality parameters shall be performed
in a laboratory of the Customer and
caa) in the case the results of examination performed in the laboratory of the Customer prove that quality of the

Commodity meets the specified quality requirements, the Customer shall hand over the supplied Commodity
and pay the agreed purchase price,

cab) in the case the results of examination performed in the laboratory of the Customer prove that quality of the
Commodity does not meet the specified quality requirements and the Supplier agrees with the results of the
examination, the Customer may reject handing-over of the supplied Commodity or may determine a
reasonable discount from the purchase price by its unilateral decision,

cac) in the case the results of examination performed in the laboratory of the Customer prove that quality of the
Commodity does not meet the specified quality requirements and the Supplier does not agree with the results
of the examination, the Parties shall proceed pursuant to paragraph 5.,

cb) in the case representative of the Supplier is not present at taking of sample by the Customer within 6 hours after the
notification of the opinion of the Customer to the Supplier, the Customer shall invite an independent person for taking
of new sample and the Parties shall proceed pursuant to paragraph 5.

Independent person means:
a) SGS SLOVAKIA spol. s r.o., with registered office in Kysucka St. 14,040 11 Kosice, identification number 31 350 810,
b) BUREAU VERITAS SLOVAKIA spol. s r.o., with registered office in Plynarenska St. 7/B, 821 O9 Bratislava, identification

number 35 914 823, or
c) lntertek s.r.o., with registered office in Sokolovska St. 131/86, 186 00 Prague, identification number 257 62 982.
In the case the Supplier does not agree with the results of examination pursuant to paragraph 3. (cac) or does not attend taking
sample from the delivery pursuant to paragraph 3. (cb), the Customer or the independent person shall divide the delivery into
four parts, wherefrom the Customer or the independent person shall deliver or arrange for delivery of one part to the Supplier,
two parts are intended for the Customer and one part shall be delivered by the Customer or by the independent person to an
accredited laboratory. Accredited laboratory shall mean:
a) l.M.U. with registered office in Stolzenthalergasse 21, A-1080 WIEN or with registered office in Mannsworther Strasse 28,

A-2320 Schewchat, or
b) VURUP, a.s., with registered office in Vl<':ie Hrdlo, P.O.BOX 50, 820 03 Bratislava, identification number 35 691 310.

The results acquired by the accredited laboratory by means of reproducible method are binding for the Parties. In the case the
results acquired by the accredited laboratory prove that the quality of the Commodity meets the specified quality requirements,
the Customer shall hand over the supplied Commodity and pay the agreed purchase price. In the case the results acquired by
the accredited laboratory prove that the quality of the Commodity does not meet the specified quality requirements, the Customer
may reject handing-over of the supplied Commodity or may determine a reasonable discount from the purchase price by its
unilateral decision based on the results of such examination. Costs of examination of sample in the accredited laboratory shall
be bome by the Party, whose opinion on the quality has not been supported by the examination.
Any costs other than those specified in the fourth sentence of paragraph 5. connected with the Commodity quality checks
perfonned by the accredited laboratory, including the applicable costs of downtime of the CV resulting from waiting for opinion
of the Supplier and for the results of performed tests, shall be bome by the Party, whose opinion on quality has not been
supported by the examination.
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Article VI
Sustainabilfty

1.   Since the Customer is a hoider of a certificate proving meeting of criteria of sustainability, it is necessary for the Supplier to also
meet the criteria of sustainabilfty.

2.   The Supplier warrants having a valid certificate Of sustainability pursuant to the lscc system and undertakes to submit a copy
of this certmcate to the Customer upon its request. The Supplier furthermore warrants that in the case of any audit pefrormed
in  the  course  of the  Contract  performance  by  the  lscc  or auditors  authorized  to  control  the  lscc  line,  the  Supplier will
immediately  inform the  Customer about the control  as well as  about its  results.  In the case the  Supplier fails to  inform  the
Customer about such  ciroumstances,  the  Customer has  right to  reimbursement of all  the costs  inourred  within  1  year after
entering into the Contract by the Customer as a result of concealment or fallure of the Supplier to inform the Customer about
such ciroumstances.

3.       The supplier undertakes to arohive all documents necessary in order to prove fulfilling of requirements for sustainability for the
minimum period of 10 years after termination of the Contract

Article VII
Force Majoure

1.       Force majeure represents ciroumstances excluding liability, i.e. any obstacle which occurred independently from the will of the
oblised Party and whieh prevents pefrormance of its oblisation, unless it can be reasonably required from the obliged Party to
repudiate or overcome such an  obstacle or its consequences and to anticipate  its occunence at the time of arising of the
concerned oblisation.

2.       In the case after the conelusien of the contract becomes the performance impossible to any of the parties as a result of foroe
majeure, the concerned Party is obliged to inform the other Party about the above-mentioned ciroumstances immediately after

gaining knowledge about it. In the case the Party fails to immediately notify the other Party about force majeure pursuant to the
previous  sentence,  the  Party  may  rot  invoke  excluding  its  liabilfty  resulting  from  breach  of  its  oblisation  as  a  result  of
ciroumstances excluding its liabilfty.

3.       In the case the party has notified the obstacle in accordance with the first sentence of paragraph 2., the period for performance
of the obligation is prolonged for the period of existence of the obstacle.

4.       In the case the obstacle exists for more than 60 days, any of the parties has right to withdraw from the contract.
5.       In  the  case the  oblised  Party  invokes such  an  obstacle,  the  Party  is oblised  to  present  upon  request of the other Party a

reasonatle proof of its existence which can be obtained in such case, unless the obstacle is generally known.

Article VIll

Special Amangements

1.      The  Supplier undertakes to  ensure  that its employees  and  employees of carrier of the  Supplier observe within the  area of
contract  pahies  of the  Customer  rules  contained  in  the  document  "Requirements  for  occupational  safety  and  hearth"  for
employees of external companies working in the area of BH Leopoldov, production companies ENVIRAL a.s., MEROCO a.s.,
POLNOSERVIS  a.s.,  RT  LOGISTIC  a.s.,  ENAGRO  a.s.,  Tmavska  cesta,  920  41  Leopoidov".  The  material  specified  in  the

previous sentence is available at websife:
httDs://www.enviral.sMmaaes/Ddt/Pravid la   BOZP. Ddf

2.       The parties undertake to provide mutual cooperation in performance ofoblieations underthe contract and to inform each other
about all ciroumstances and information whieh could affect performance of terms agreed in the Contract.

3.       The parties have agreed that all the information mutually provided in connection with this contract and indicated as confidential
or whieh are confidential because of their character, may only be used in connection with performance of their oblisatione and
assehingofrightsundertheContractandshallrotbeusedincontrarywiththeirpurpose;however,providingofsuchinformation
to third parties in cases and in the extent prescribed by the legislation or providing to third parties who are or will be (under the
legislation or under an agreement \^rith the Party providing such information)  under obligation of secrecy, does rot constitute
violation Of the confidentialfty obligation. The confidentialfty and secrecy obligation survives also termination of the Contract.

4.       The  Supplier may  not assisn  its  rights and  obligations  under the  Contract or under GCT to third  party without  prior written
consent of the Customer.

5.       The customer has rightto setoffany due pecuniary claim towards the supplier against any due pecuniary claim of the supplier
towards the Customer.
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Article Vl
Sustainability

Since the Customer is a holder of a certificate proving meeting of criteria of sustainability, it is necessary forthe Supplierto also
meet the criteria of sustainability.
The Supplier warrants having a valid certificate of sustainability pursuant to the ISCC system and undertakes to submit a copy
of this certificate to the Customer upon its request. The Supplier furthermore warrants that in the case of any audit performed
in the course of the Contract performance by the ISCC or auditors authorized to control the ISCC line, the Supplier will
immediately inform the Customer about the control as well as about its results. In the case the Supplier fails to inform the
Customer about such circumstances, the Customer has right to reimbursement of all the costs incurred within 1 year after
entering into the Contract by the Customer as a result of concealment or failure of the Supplier to inform the Customer about
such circumstances.
The Supplier undertakes to archive all documents necessary in order to prove fulfilling of requirements for sustainability for the
minimum period of 10 years after termination of the Contract.

Article Vll
Force Majeure

Force majeure represents circumstances excluding liability, i.e. any obstacle which occurred independently from the will of the
obliged Party and which prevents perfonnance of its obligation, unless it can be reasonably required from the obliged Party to
repudiate or overcome such an obstacle or its consequences and to anticipate its occurrence at the time of arising of the
concemed obligation.
In the case after the conclusion of the Contract becomes the performance impossible to any of the Parties as a result of force
majeure, the concemed Party is obliged to inform the other Party about the above-mentioned circumstances immediately after
gaining knowledge about it. in the case the Party fails to immediately notify the other Party about force majeure pursuant to the
previous sentence, the Party may not invoke excluding its liability resulting from breach of its obligation as a result of
circumstances excluding its liability.
In the case the Party has notified the obstacle in accordance with the first sentence of paragraph 2., the period for performance
of the obligation is prolonged for the period of existence of the obstacle.
In the case the obstacle exists for more than 60 days, any of the Parties has right to withdraw from the Contract.
ln the case the obliged Party invokes such an obstacle, the Party is obliged to present upon request of the other Party a
reasonable proof of its existence which can be obtained in such case, unless the obstacle is generally known.

Article Vlll
Special Arrangements

The Supplier undertakes to ensure that its employees and employees of carrier of the Supplier observe within the area of
contract parties of the Customer rules contained in the document “Requirements for occupational safety and health" for
employees of external companies working in the area of BH Leopoldov, production companies ENVIRAL a.s., MEROCO a.s.,
POLNOSERVIS a.s., RT LOGISTIC a.s., ENAGRO a.s., Tmavské cesta, 920 41 Leopoldov". The material specified in the
previous sentence is available at website:
https://vvwvv.enviral.sk/images/pdf/Pravidla BOZP.pdf
The Parties undertake to provide mutual cooperation in perfonnance of obligations under the Contract and to inform each other
about all circumstances and information which could affect performance of terms agreed in the Contract.
The Parties have agreed that all the information mutually provided in connection with this Contract and indicated as confidential
or which are confidential because of their character, may only be used in connection with performance of their obligations and
asserting of rights underthe Contract and shall not be used in contrary with their purpose; however, providing of such information
to third parties in cases and in the extent prescribed by the legislation or providing to third parties who are or will be (under the
legislation or under an agreement with the Party providing such information) under obligation of secrecy, does not constitute
violation of the confidentiality obligation. The confidentiality and secrecy obligation sun/ives also termination of the Contract.
The Supplier may not assign its rights and obligations under the Contract or under GCT to third party without prior written
consent of the Customer.
The Customer has right to set-off any due pecuniary claim towards the Supplier against any due pecuniary claim of the Supplier
towards the Customer.
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6.       The  claim  for  payment  of a  contractual  penalty  under this  Contract only  arises  in  the  case  the  concerned  Party calls  the
breaching Party in writing for payment of the contractual penalty; such claim is due within the period specified in the written call
for payment of contractual penalty. The Parties have agreed that claiming of right to payment of contractual penalty is without

prejudicetoclaimingofrighttocompensationofdamageinitsentirety(evendamageexceedingamountofcontractualpenalty)
arising as a result of a breach of obligation of the breaching Party which has been secured by the contractual penalty.

Article lx
Warranties of the Supplier

1.      Warranties with Respectto value Added Tax
1.1.   The Supplier warrants by his signature that in its case and with respect to the Supplier being natural person in the case of legal

entity in which the Supplier acts as a statutory representative, member of statutory body or as a shareholder and with respect
to the Supplier being legal entity in the case of a person who acts as a statutory representative, member of statutory body or
as a shareholder of the Supplier, or in case of an entity in which Supplier's statutory representative, member of statutory body
or shareholder  acts  as  a  statutory  representative,  member of statutory  body  or  as  a  shareholder,  there  is  no  ground  for
termination  of cumently existing  registration  for value  added  tax duty  pursuant to Act  No.  222/2004  on  value  added  tax as
amended („Act on VAT"), in particular on the ground that he does not conduct or has ceased to conduct business pursuant to
Section 3 of Act on VAT,  repeatedly within a calendar year fails to submit value added tax return or VAT control statement,
repeatedly  within  a  calendar year fails  to  settle  own  value  added  tax  duty,  is  repeatedly  not  reachable  at the  address  of
registered office, place of business or in business premises or repeatedly breaches obligations in the course of tax supervision

pursuant to Act on VAT.  The  Parties  have agreed that the warranties  provided  in the  previous sentence are deemed  to  be
repeated in every moment of duration of this Contract or until the termination of tax duty of the Supplier pursuant to Act on VAT
concerning the Contract.

1.2,   The  Parties acknowledge that the Supplier asked the Customer to rely on the wamanties provided  in  paragraph  1.1  as true,
complete and correct when concluding this Contract. The Customer undertakes to perform the conduct pursuant to the previous
sentence as requested by the Supplier.

1.3.   The Supplier undertakes to compensate the Customer for the costs and loss arising as a result of relying on true, complete and
coITect  nature  of warranties  contained  in  paragraph  1.1,  (indemnity  clause),  in  particular in  the  case  as  a  result of untrue,
incomplete or incorrect  warranties the Customer is obliged to act as guarantor for value added tax duty pursuant to Section
69b of Act on VAT as a person obliged to pay value added tax to the tax authority pursuant to Section 69 (14) (b) of Act on
VAT.

1.4.   In the case the warranties specified  in paragraph  1.1.  become untrue,  incomect or incomplete (i.e. jn case with respect to any
of the persons stated therein a ground for termination of registration for value added tax occurs), the Supplier undertakes to
inform the Customer about this ciroumstance without undue delay after gaining knowledge thereabout.

1.5.TheSupplierundertakesatanytimeinthecourseoftheContractdurationuponrequestoftheCustomertosubmitforinspection
record of the Supplier from Commercial Register issued no sooner than 30 days prior to its submitting.

1.6.   The Supplier warrants being owner of the bank account in the bank as specified in the heading of the Contract and undertakes
to indicate only that account number jn invoices drawn pursuant to this Contract.

2.      Warranties with Respect to lllegal Employment
2.1.   The  Supplier  acknowledges  being  aware  that  pursuant  to  Section  7b  (5)  of  Act  No.  82/2005  on  illegal  work  and  illegal

employmentandonamendmentandsupplementingofseveralstatutesasamended("Actonillegalemployment")theCustomer
maynotacceptandreceiveworkorservicefromasupplierillegallyemployingnaturalpersons.Therefore,theSupplierwamants
not being a subject illegally employing natural person pursuant to Section 7b (5) of Act on illegal employment.

2.2.ThePartiesacknowledgethattheSupplieraskedtheCustomertorelyuponveracity,completenessandcorrectnessofwarranty
contained in paragraph 2.1. when concluding this Contract. The Customer undertakes to perform the conduct pursuant to the

previous sentence as requested by the Supplier.
2.3.   The Supplier undertakes to compensate the Customer for the costs and loss arising as a result of relying on true, complete and

correct nature of warranties contained in the second sentence of paragraph 2.1. (indemnity clause), in particular in the case as
a result of untrue, incomplete or incorrect warranties a fine pursuant to Section 7b (7) of Act on illegal employment (or pursuant
tootherlaw,providedthatafineisimposedasaresultofbreachofobligationunderSection7b(5)ofActonillegalemployment).
ThePartieshaveagreedthatsuchaclaimoftheCustomerisconsideredtobedueuponthedatewhenthedecisiononimposing
of the fine becomes final.

2.4.   In  the case the warranty specified  in  the  second  sentence of paragraph  2.1.  becomes  untrue,  incorrect or incomplete,  the
Supplier undertakes to inform the Customer about this circumstance without undue delay after gaining knowledge thereabout.

2.5.   The Parties have also agreed that in the case a fine is imposed with final effect to the Customer pursuant to Section 7b (7) of
Actonillegalemployment(orpursuantotherlawimposingfineforbreachofobligationpursuanttosection7b(5)ofActonillegal
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The claim for payment of a contractual penalty under this Contract only arises in the case the concemed Party calls the
breaching Party in writing for payment of the contractual penalty; such claim is due within the period specified in the written call
for payment of contractual penalty. The Parties have agreed that claiming of right to payment of contractual penalty is without
prejudice to claiming of right to compensation of damage in its entirety (even damage exceeding amount of contractual penalty)
arising as a result of a breach of obligation of the breaching Party which has been secured by the contractual penalty.

Article IX
Warranties of the Supplier

Warranties With Respect to Value Added Tax
The Supplier warrants by his signature that in its case and with respect to the Supplier being natural person in the case of legal
entity in which the Supplier acts as a statutory representative, member of statutory body or as a shareholder and with respect
to the Supplier being legal entity in the case of a person who acts as a statutory representative, member of statutory body or
as a shareholder of the Supplier, or in case of an entity in which Suppliers statutory representative, member of statutory body
or shareholder acts as a statutory representative, member of statutory body or as a shareholder, there is no ground for
termination of currently existing registration for value added tax duty pursuant to Act No. 222/2004 on value added tax as
amended (,,Act on VAT"), in particular on the ground that he does not conduct or has ceased to conduct business pursuant to
Section 3 of Act on VAT, repeatedly within a calendar year fails to submit value added tax retum or VAT control statement,
repeatedly within a calendar year fails to settle own value added tax duty, is repeatedly not reachable at the address of
registered office, place of business or in business premises or repeatedly breaches obligations in the course of tax supen/ision
pursuant to Act on VAT. The Parties have agreed that the warranties provided in the previous sentence are deemed to be
repeated in every moment of duration of this Contract or until the termination of tax duty of the Supplier pursuant to Act on VAT
conceming the Contract.
The Parties acknowledge that the Supplier asked the Customer to rely on the warranties provided in paragraph 1.1 as true,
complete and correct when concluding this Contract. The Customer undertakes to perform the conduct pursuant to the previous
sentence as requested by the Supplier.
The Supplier undertakes to compensate the Customer for the costs and loss arising as a result of relying on true, complete and
correct nature of warranties contained in paragraph 1.1. (indemnity clause), in particular in the case as a result of untrue,
incomplete or incorrect warranties the Customer is obliged to act as guarantor for value added tax duty pursuant to Section
69b of Act on VAT as a person obliged to pay value added tax to the tax authority pursuant to Section 69 (14) (b) of Act on
VAT.
In the case the warranties specified in paragraph 1.1. become untrue, incorrect or incomplete (i.e. in case with respect to any
of the persons stated therein a ground for termination of registration for value added tax occurs), the Supplier undertakes to
inform the Customer about this circumstance without undue delay after gaining knowledge thereabout.
The Supplier undertakes at any time in the course of the Contract duration upon request of the Customer to submit for inspection
record of the Supplier from Commercial Register issued no sooner than 30 days prior to its submitting.
The Supplier warrants being owner of the bank account in the bank as specified in the heading of the Contract and undertakes
to indicate only that account number in invoices drawn pursuant to this Contract.
Warranties with Respect to Illegal Employment
The Supplier acknowledges being aware that pursuant to Section 7b (5) of Act No. 82/2005 on illegal work and illegal
employment and on amendment and supplementing of several statutes as amended (“Act on illegal employment") the Customer
may not accept and receive WOTK or service from a supplier illegally employing natural persons. Therefore, the Supplierwarrants
not being a subject illegally employing natural person pursuant to Section 7b (5) of Act on illegal employment.
The Parties acknowledge that the Supplier asked the Customerto rely upon veracity, completeness and correctness of warranty
contained in paragraph 2.1. when concluding this Contract. The Customer undertakes to perform the conduct pursuant to the
previous sentence as requested by the Supplier.
The Supplier undertakes to compensate the Customer forthe costs and loss arising as a result of relying on true, complete and
correct nature of warranties contained in the second sentence of paragraph 2.1. (indemnity clause), in particular in the case as
a result of untrue, incomplete or incorrect warranties a fine pursuant to Section 7b (7) of Act on illegal employment (or pursuant
to other law, provided that a fine is imposed as a result of breach of obligation under Section 7b (5) of Act on illegal employment).
The Parties have agreed that such a claim of the Customer is considered to be due upon the date when the decision on imposing
of the fine becomes final.
ln the case the warranty specified in the second sentence of paragraph 2.1. becomes untrue, incorrect or incomplete, the
Supplier undertakes to inform the Customer about this circumstance without undue delay after gaining knowledge thereabout.
The Parties have also agreed that in the case a fine is imposed with final effect to the Customer pursuant to Section 7b (7) of
Act on illegal employment (or pursuant other law imposing fine for breach of obligation pursuant to Section7b (5) of Act on illegal
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employment), the Customer may set off its claim for compensation of damage in the amount of imposed fine and all connected
costs pursuant to paragraph 2.3, against a claim of the Supplier for payment of remuneration for supplied works or services by
means of deducting it from the next following due remuneration or remunerations for supplied works or services.

2.6.   The Customer undertakes to inform the Supplier in writing without undue delay after payment of the fine pursuant to paragraph
2.5.  about  such  a  circumstance,  specifying  the  date  of  payment  and  the  next following  due  remuneration  or subsequent
remunerationsofthesupplierwhichwillbesetoffagainstcompensationfordamageintheamountofpaidfineandallconnected
costs pursuant to paragraph 2.3. as a result of set-off performed in accordance with paragraph 2.5. The decision on imposing
of fine with indication of its final effect shall be enclosed with the notice.

2.7.TheSupplierundertakestoprovideuponCustomer'srequesttotheCustomerforinspectionatanytimeinthecourseofduration
of the Contract documents and personal data of natural persons involved in providing of works and services to the Customer in
the extent necessary for the Customer to verify whether the Supplier violates prohibition of illegal employment pursuant to Act
on illegal employment, in particular Section 7b (5) of this Act.

2.8.   In the case the Customer determines from the documents provided pursuant to paragraph 7. that the Supplier is in A breach of
Section 7b (5) of Act on illegal employment, the Customer may withdraw from the Contract.

2.9.   The Supplier furthermore undertakes to indemnify and hold the Customer harmless from any costs and damage being a result
of obligation to pay the fine or additional payments pursuant to Section 7b (2) of Act on illegal employment. The Parties have
agreedthatsuchaclaimoftheCustomerisconsideredtobedueuponarisingoftheclaimforcompensationofcostsordamage.

2.10. The Parties have agreed that in the case a fine or obligation to additional payments is imposed with final effect to the Supplier

pursuanttoSection7b(2)ofActonillegalemploymentandincasesuchobligationistransferredtotheCustomer,theCustomer
may set off its  claim  for compensation  of damage  in  the  amount of the  paid  fine  and  all  additional  payments  pursuant to

paragraph 2,9, or in the amount of all additional payments and all related costs pursuant to paragraph 9. against a claim of the
Supplierforremunerationforworksorservicesbydeductingfromthenextfollowingdueremunerationorremunerationsofthe
Supplier for supplied works or services.

2.11.The  Customer  undertakes  to  inform  the  Supplier  in  writing  without  undue  delay  after  payment  of the  fine  or  of  additional

payments  pursuant  to  paragraph  2.10.  about  such  payment,  specifying  the  date  of  payment  and  the  next  following  due
remuneration  or several  remunerations  of the Supplier against which the sum of paid  fine and  additional  costs  pursuant to

paragraph 2.9. or additional payments and all the related costs pursuant to paragraph 2,9. will be deducted as a result of set-
off performed pursuant to paragraph 2.10.

3.      Warranties with Respectto GDPR
3.1     The supplier is aware that for the purpose of the contract fulfilment he provided (or plans to provide) personal data of its agents,

employees or other natural persons (further referred   to as „data subject") to the Customer.   The Supplier undertakes and  by
signing of the Contract confirms that he informed all data subjects, whose personal data he provided  (or plans to provide) to
theCustomeraboutthepossibilitytoprovidepersonaldatatotheCustomerandonallothertermsofpersonaldataprocessing

performed by the Customer in line with the Article 14 sec.1 through 4 of the Regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Council   (EU) 2016/679 as of 27th of April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal
data and on the free movement of such data. The Customer shall provide the Supplier with necessary assistance upon request.

Article X
Date of Effect

1.       The contract becomes valid and effective upon its signing by the parties.
2.       The contract is concluded for indefinite period, until completing of all supplies by the supplier in favour of the customer under

the Contract.
3.      The parties have agreed thatthe contract may be terminated by:

a)   agreement of the Parties,
b)   withdrawal from the Contract in the cases specified in these GCT,
c)   written notification on disapproval of amendment of GCT pursuant to Article Xlll paragraph  1. third sentence.

4.      The parties have agreed that any of the parties may withdraw from the contract in accordance with section 344 et seq. of the
Commercial Code.

Article XI
Applicable Law and Dispute Resolution

1.       The parties have agreed that the contract, legal relationships arising from the contract or connected with the contract which
are not regulated in the Contract or in GCT shall be governed by the law of The Slovak Republic.
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employment), the Customer may set off its claim for compensation of damage in the amount of imposed fine and all connected
costs pursuant to paragraph 2.3. against a claim of the Supplier for payment of remuneration for supplied works or services by
means of deducting it from the next following due remuneration or remunerations for supplied works or services.

2.6. The Customer undertakes to inform the Supplier in writing without undue delay after payment of the fine pursuant to paragraph
2.5. about such a circumstance, specifying the date of payment and the next following due remuneration or subsequent
remunerations of the supplier which will be set off against compensation for damage in the amount of paid fine and all connected
costs pursuant to paragraph 2.3. as a result of set-off perfomied in accordance with paragraph 2.5. The decision on imposing
of fine with indication of its final effect shall be enclosed with the notice.

2.7. The Supplier undertakes to provide upon Customer's request to the Customer for inspection at any time in the course of duration
of the Contract documents and personal data of natural persons involved in providing of works and services to the Customer in
the extent necessary for the Customer to verify whether the Supplier violates prohibition of illegal employment pursuant to Act
on illegal employment, in particular Section 7b (5) of this Act.

2.8. In the case the Customer determines from the documents provided pursuant to paragraph 7. that the Supplier is in A breach of
Section 7b (5) of Act on illegal employment, the Customer may withdraw from the Contract.

2.9. The Supplier furthermore undertakes to indemnify and hold the Customer hamtless from any costs and damage being a result
of obligation to pay the fine or additional payments pursuant to Section 7b (2) of Act on illegal employment. The Parties have
agreed that such a claim of the Customer is considered to be due upon arising of the claim forcompensation of costs or damage.

2.10. The Parties have agreed that in the case a fine or obligation to additional payments is imposed with final effect to the Supplier
pursuant to Section 7b (2) of Act on illegal employment and in case such obligation is transferred to the Customer, the Customer
may set off its claim for compensation of damage in the amount of the paid fine and all additional payments pursuant to
paragraph 2.9. or in the amount of all additional payments and all related costs pursuant to paragraph 9. against a claim of the
Supplier for remuneration for works or services by deducting from the next following due remuneration or remunerations of the
Supplier for supplied WOTKS or services.

2.11.The Customer undertakes to inform the Supplier in writing without undue delay after payment of the fine or of additional
payments pursuant to paragraph 2.10. about such payment, specifying the date of payment and the next following due
remuneration or several remunerations of the Supplier against which the sum of paid fine and additional costs pursuant to
paragraph 2.9. or additional payments and all the related costs pursuant to paragraph 2.9. will be deducted as a result of set-
off performed pursuant to paragraph 2.10.

3. Warranties with Respect to GDPR
3.1 The Supplier is aware that for the purpose of the Contract fulfilment he provided (or plans to provide) personal data of its agents,

employees or other natural persons (further referred to as ,,data subject") to the Customer. The Supplier undertakes and by
signing of the Contract confirms that he informed all data subjects, whose personal data he provided (or plans to provide) to
the Customer about the possibility to provide personal data to the Customer and on all other terms of personal data processing
performed by the Customer in line with the Article 14 sec. 1 through 4 of the Regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Council (EU) 2016/679 as of 27th of April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal
data and on the free movement of such data. The Customer shall provide the Supplier with necessary assistance upon request.

Article X
Date of Effect

1. The Contract becomes valid and effective upon its signing by the Parties.
2. The Contract is concluded for indefinite period, until completing of all supplies by the Supplier in favour of the Customer under

the Contract.
3. The Parties have agreed that the Contract may be temiinated by:

a) agreement of the Parties,
b) withdrawal from the Contract in the cases specified in these GCT,
c) written notification on disapproval of amendment of GCT pursuant to Article Xlll paragraph 1. third sentence.

4. The Parties have agreed that any of the Parties may withdraw from the Contract in accordance with Section 344 et seq. of the
Commercial Code.

Article Xl
Applicable Law and Dispute Resolution

1. The Parties have agreed that the Contract, legal relationships arising from the Contract or connected with the Contract which
are not regulated in the Contract or in GCT shall be govemed by the law of The Slovak Republic.
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2.       In case the supplier is not a natural person with place of permanent residence in the territory of The slovak Republic or a legal

person with registered office in the territory of The Slovak Republic, the  Parties have pursuant to Article 3 of the Regulation
(EC)  No.  593/2008  of the  European  Parliament  and  of the  Council  of  17  June  2008  on  the  law  applicable  to  contractual
obligations(Rome1)agreedthatthelawofTheSlovakRepublicshallapplytotheContract,Iegalrelationshipsarisingfromthe
ContractorconnectedwiththeContractwhicharenotregulatedintheContractorinGCT.Thisprovisionconstitutesthechoice
of applicable law.

3.       The  Parties  have  agreed  that  any  disputes  arising  from  the  Contract,  including  disputes  on  its  validity,  interpretation  or
termination, shall be resolved by the Rozhodcovsky sad Slovenskej obchodnej a priemyselnej komory v Bratislave (Arbitration
CourtoftheslovakchamberofcommeroeinBratislava)pursuanttoitsintemalregulations.Thepartiesshallsubmittodecision
of the specified court.  Its decision is binding for the Parties.

Article Xll
Service of Documents

1.       Service of any documents under this contract or in connection with the contract means service of documents by registered
__!'   I._    Ll_  _     __,_,___mail to the address specified in  paragraph (2), service by courier or by personal service to the respective Eaiv.-'Th;°d-ai-e-o-f
service of a document means the day on which the Party acting as addressee of the document rejects its service, or on which
thethree-dayperiodforhandingoveratpostofflceofthedocumentservedbymailhasvainlyexpired,oronwhichthedocument
served  by mail  is marked  by post office  by note "addressee  has  moved",  "addressee is unknown" or other note with similar
meaning, provided that such note is true, or in case of service by courier or personal service the date on which the document
has not been served on the ground that the addressee has not been reached.
ForthepurposeofserviceofdocumentsbymailtheaddressesindicatedasregisteredofflcesofthePartiesjntheheadingof
theContractareapplicable,unlesstheaddresseehasnotifiedthesendingPartyinwritingaboutchangeofitsregisteredofflce
oraboutothernewaddressforserviceofdocuments,lncaseofanychangeoflocationforserviceofdocumentspursuantto
theContractorinconnectionwiththeContract,theconcemedPartyundertakestoinformtheotherPartywithoutunduedelay
inwritingaboutsuchchange;insuchcasetheapplicablelocationforserviceshallbethenewlocationforserviceofdocuments
duly notified to the Party prior to sending of the document
lnthecaseanydocumentundertheContractorinconnectionwiththeContractisservedbymeansotherthanmail,itmayalso
beservedinlocationotherthantheaddressindicatedinparagraph2.,providedthatthePartyispresentatsuchlocationatthe
time of service.
ThePartjeshaveagreedthatparagraphs1.,2.and3.donotaffectpotentialspecialarrangementsofthePartiesonsendingof
electronic invoices.

Article XIII

Common and Final Provisions

1.      The customer has right to amend these GCT by its unilateral decision. Such amendment becomes effective with respect to the
Supplier  upon  elapsing  of  15th  day  after the  service  of  notification  on  such  amendment,  unless  the  Supplier  informed  the
Customerwithinthatperiodthatitdoesnotapprovetheamendment.InthecasetheSupplierdoesnotapprovetheamendment
of the GOT and  notifies the Customer thereabout in accordance with the previous sentence, the Contract is terminated upon
elapsing of 15th day after service of notification of the amendment.

2,       Furthermore,  the  Customer shall  without undue  delay after adopting  an  amendment to the  GCT  publish  their consolidated
version in electronic form at website www.meroco.sk and in writing at its registered office.

3.      These  GOT  become  effective  upon  their  adopting  by  the  Customer  and  with  respect  to  the  Supplier  upon  the  date  of
effectiveness of the Contract.
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2. In case the Supplier is not a natural person with place of pennanent residence in the territory of The Slovak Republic or a legal
person with registered office in the territory of The Slovak Republic, the Parties have pursuant to Article 3 of the Regulation
(EC) No. 593/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17 June 2008 on the law applicable to contractual
obligations (Rome l) agreed that the law of The Slovak Republic shall apply to the Contract, legal relationships arising from the
Contract or connected with the Contract which are not regulated in the Contract or in GCT. This provision constitutes the choice
of applicable law.

3. The Parties have agreed that any disputes arising from the Contract, including disputes on its validity, interpretation or
termination, shall be resolved by the Rozhodcovsky sud Slovenskej obchodnej a priemyselnej komory v Bratislave (Arbitration
Court of the Slovak Chamber of Commerce in Bratislava) pursuant to its lntemal regulations. The Parties shall submit to decision
of the specified court. its decision is binding for the Parties.

Article Xll
Senrice of Documents

1. Service of any documents under this Contract or in connection with the Contract means service of documents by registered
mail to the address specified in paragraph (2), service by courier or by personal service to the respective Party. The date of
service of a document means the day on which the Party acting as addressee of the document rejects its service, or on which
the three-day period for handing over at post office of the document served by mail has vainly expired, or on which the document
served by mail is marked by post office by note “addressee has moved", “addressee is unknown" or other note with similar
meaning, provided that such note is true, or in case of senrice by courier or personal service the date on which the document
has not been served on the ground that the addressee has not been reached.

2. For the purpose of service of documents by mail the addresses indicated as registered offices of the Parties in the heading of
the Contract are applicable, unless the addressee has notified the sending Party in writing about change of its registered office
or about other new address for service of documents. In case of any change of location for service of documents pursuant to
the Contract or in connection with the Contract, the concemed Party undertakes to inform the other Party without undue delay
in writing about such change; in such case the applicable location for sen/ice shall be the new location for senrice of documents
duly notified to the Party prior to sending of the document

3. ln the case any document under the Contract or in connection with the Contract is sen/ed by means other than mail, it may also
be served in location other than the address indicated in paragraph 2., provided that the Party is present at such location at the
time of sen/ice.

4. The Parties have agreed that paragraphs 1., 2. and 3. do not affect potential special arrangements of the Parties on sending of
electronic invoices.

Article Xlll
Common and Final Provisions

1. The Customer has right to amend these GCT by its unilateral decision. Such amendment becomes effective with respect to the
Supplier upon elapsing of 15"“ day after the service of notification on such amendment, unless the Supplier informed the
Customer within that period that it does not approve the amendment. ln the case the Supplier does not approve the amendment
of the GCT and notifies the Customer thereabout in accordance with the previous sentence, the Contract is terminated upon
elapsing of 15f" day after service of notification of the amendment.

2. Furthermore, the Customer shall without undue delay after adopting an amendment to the GCT publish their consolidated
version in electronic form at website www.meroco.sk and in writing at its registered office.

3. These GCT become effective upon their adopting by the Customer and with respect to the Supplier upon the date of
effectiveness of the Contract.

ln Leopoldov on July1S* 18 ,_

/ng. R n‘ Spisék, PhD. /ng. Stefan Torn
Chairma of Board of Directors Vice-Chairman of Board of Directors
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